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� Testing Equipment for Paint
Manufacturing

� Kitchen Cabinet Finishes

� Energy Efficiency/Pollution Control

� UV/EB Cure

� Black Oxide

� Trade Expo Info

And More!

Association News
NACE and PCI Form New Industrial

Coatings Show

The Powder Coating Institute (PCI) and NACE

International,The Corrosion Society (NACE), will be

partnering to produce The North American Indus-

trial Coating Show at the Indianapolis Convention

Center, October 27-29, 2010.

The event will replace PCI’s The Coating Show

and NACE’s CoatingsPro show.

The North American Industrial Coating Show

will provide the industry with a new, compelling

event to meet, learn and network. Attendees will

include contractors, end users of paint and powder

coatings, supervisory personnel, specifiers, formu-

lators, and paint and equipment manufacturers.

Educational courses will be offered in conjunction

with the event and many will provide internation-

ally recognized certifications.

CPCA Industry Conference,

Two Days at the Falls

Niagara Falls seems to be a key meeting place for

the paint and coatings industry this year, as the

Canadian Paint and Coatings Association gears up

for their Conference at the Hilton Niagara

Falls–Fallsview, Sunday Sept. 20 and Monday

Sept. 21, 2009.

STORY BY SANDY ANDERSON

PHOTOS BY PETE WILKINSON

T
his is one family business that

isn’t going to let the strug-

gling economy or recession

take it down, instead Distinctive By

Design (DBD) located in North

York, ON, has expanded, bought

new machines and diversified.

DBD has made its name by being

a quality manufacturer of kitchens,

but most recently is focusing on

being a flatline finishing job shop.

“We would like to get more flat-

line finishing work,” says president

Jimmy Zoras.

EXPANSION
The Zoras cabinet making business

had humble beginnings in 1977 in a

1500 sq. ft. shop owned by George

Zoras. Jimmy Zoras, his son, literally

grew up in the business, getting

involved when he was 16. In fact it

was he and his father and one
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BY SANDY ANDERSON

T
he city of Windsor Ontario

was hit hard during the reces-

sion this past year, especially

for those companies involved

directly or even indirectly with the

auto industry.

Gene Olivastri, Business Devel-

opment Manager for Henkel Cana-

da Corporation, who has been

involved in the automotive area for

over 20 years told CFCM, “This is

the worst I have ever seen it (in

terms of job loss and company clo-

sures).” Although he admits that

automotive is looking up with the

recent manufacturing boosts

including the Camaro and Corvette.

This is why Ground Effects

(GFX) story is so impressive.

Instead of shutting down, this com-

pany is expanding, recently adding

a sixth facility to its five already in

Windsor. The company, owned by

Jim Scott, president and partner Ed

Petryschuk, vice president, have

diversified since its beginnings in

1986 and do everything from tube

bending to manufacturing cabinets

for restaurants, to coating with e-

coat, powder and graphics.

Jim Scott is very hands on and

gets personally involved in all

From the Ground Up
Diversifying is the way to go
Case Study: Ground Effects, Windsor, ON

$12.00 September 2009
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and Flatline

Distinctive
By Design

Jim Zoras posing in one of his Rosedale Classic

kitchens in the Distinctive By Design showroom.

Romeo Tilo loading lower trays onto the E-Coat

line at Ground Effects in Windsor, ON.
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employee in the first shop. Several

years and 20 employees later,Jimmy

Zoras now owns and runs the 2003

rebonded DBD in its new 23,000

sq. ft. location.The showroom filled

with a variety of luxury kitchen

styles takes up 4500 sq ft. George is

still involved in the business making

drop offs and stopping by the shop

for visits.

“He likes to stay involved,” says

Jim Zoras.

He says the company has done

most of its expanding in the last six

years. Zoras has bought neighbour-

ing properties and the refurbishing

of the facility is ongoing.Their cur-

rent location at142 Bermondsey Rd.

in North York, ON, used to be a fur-

niture shop that went bankrupt.

FLATLINE
The biggest push in flatline finish-

ing came in January 2009 for DBD.

That’s when the new equipment

was installed and ready to go. A

denibber-sander was purchased,

then an oven.When it comes to the

flatline operation, DBD uses equip-

ment supplied by Cefla.Zoras plans

to go automated feed with new

spray guns outfitted by Kremlin.

The guns have different heads

for stain, topcoat and primers.

The Cefla-Falcioni spray-machine

is a model Kleenspray and there

is a Cefla-Sorbini denibber-sander,

model SmartSand. Furthermore the

line consists of a Cefla-Sorbini panel

brushing/cleaning machine, model

VS 32 and a Cefla infra red cur-

ing/drying oven.

The sequence in the process, is

first the denibbing-sander Smart-

Sand; then the panel brush-

ing/cleaning VS 32; followed by the

spray machine Kleenspray;and then

last the infra –red curing/drying).

The machine he has now is good

for small-medium runs.Plans for the

future involve automated staining.

“We’ve looked into the stain

line,” says Zoras. “We are also try-

ing to get into polyester finishes.”

He says that polyurethane on the

furniture especially under the

kitchen cabinet where water dam-

age may be a concern, makes for a

stronger finish.

The company is currently work-

ing on a large job for an US depart-

ment store, and hopes to focus on

getting more flatline jobs as a way of

diversifying from the more labour

intensive kitchens. He currently has

ºhis staff on a double shift.DBD hires

temporary staff when needed to

complete large flatline jobs.

Zoras is pleased with the deal he

got on the flatline machine because

he bought it at the peaked Canadi-

an dollar.

The whole workshop area is

very bright with lots of natural light

shining down from high windows.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Zoras is very in tune with making

his operation environmentally

friendly. In fact his kitchens have

been used in publicity TV spots for

The Designer Guys and HGTV. For

one show a completely eco-friend-

ly kitchen was designed in the

DBD facility.

The company currently uses sol-

vent based finishes but have looked

into other options.

“We’ve tested waterbased finish-

es,”says Zoras.“But I’m just not com-

fortable with where it is right now

in terms of quality.”They use a vari-

ety of suppliers for their finishes,but

mostly Akzo Nobel Wood Coatings.

However, he says the new Cefla

product he is using is environmen-

tally friendly. He is using heat right

now for curing, but has the option

of using ultra violet at the end of

the line.

DBD works with all different

types of wood, but specializes in

Medium Density Fibreboard (MDF)

due to its ability to take any type of

finish. It is dense, flat, stiff, has no

knots and is easily machined. Zoras

is big on safety so his staff always

wears the proper gear when han-

dling MDF.

Zoras is optimistic about the

future of DBD and is always think-

ing ahead.

“It has been a challenging year

no matter what,”says Zoras,“But we

have been busy straight through.”

DBD caters to medium to high-

end customers. �

INDUSTRIAL FINISHING: FLATLINE FINISHING CASE STUDY

Limuel and Rosendo load the flat line finishing system.

The flatline system.

Rosendo inspects the Cefla/Falcioni; control

cabinet of model Kleenspray 12.
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AkzoNobel is the world’s largest coatings
producer. We think about the future, but
act in the present. We’re passionate about
introducing new ideas and developing
sustainable answers for our customers.
That’s why our 60,000 employees—located
in more than 80 countries—are committed to
delivering Tomorrow’s Answers Today™.

Akzo Nobel Wood Coatings Ltd.
Industrial Finishes
155 Rose Glen Road
Port Hope ON L1A 3V6
www.akzonobel.com

AkzoNobel

supplying

finishing

solutions

The Kleen Spray head assembly.


